
The corruption of Growth: the 
debased culture of neo-liberalism 



No man is an island entire of 

itself; every man is a piece of 

the continent . . .  any man's 

death diminishes me,  

because I am involved in 

mankind.  

And therefore never send to 

know for whom the bell tolls; 

it tolls for thee.  







 

Pogge: Humans will shape their thinking 
to suit their interests 

 

 therefore powerful persons ‘can do it’ 

 

While ‘The Weak Suffer What They 

 Must’  (Varoufakis)  

   

Individualism, Neo-Liberalism and 
Aggressive Capitalism  



 Predicated on selfishness; 

  Competition between individuals  

 Consumerism 

 Bad for the rich, status symbols; insecurity; 
mental health issues 

 Wrecking the planet   

 Tax havens are an outgrowth of the Neo-
liberal economic paradigm   

Neo-Liberalism 



The corruption of Growth 

 The rich have hijacked the definition of 
‘Growth’ as unlimited, without any restriction 

 Definition; Evolution or sustainable 
development 

 OR; Growth; Turns into a cancer; a tumor 

 Lazy growth; money begets money 

 Ends up as inequality; decreased productivity 

 

 



 Unlimited growth 

 Slows growth; impedes sustainable 
development 

 Also: unrest: inequality 

 The Piketty, ‘Capital’, ‘Spirit Level’, Stiglitz, 
The Great Divide’   

Paradox of growth 



 Resource curse; oil etc 

 Now the financial sector 

 Dutch disease 

 Other sectors fail (manufacturing UK) 

 Tax lawyers/accountants etc; ‘do something 

important’! 

Productivity 



 Two Economies: trading; 

 1) poor Chinese worker 

 

 MNE buys the product 

 

  

* Consumer  

Trading 



 The Profit will be securitized (put into 
derivatives etc and traded) 

 Components may traded by transfer pricing 
(mispricing) 

 Add Brand value  intellectual Property (IP) to 
strip the profit so; no tax to pay 

 75% of trade is between companies in a 
company group 

 Clearly a conflict of interest situation 

 MNE jurisdictional arbitrage 

The Shadow Economy 



 



 Tax Justice and Oxfam; estimate 

US$18.5 trillions 

Developing countries LOST $12Trillions 
to illicit outflows 

 Inequality  between states and in 
countries 

Tax Havens; the UK and the US and 
EU 



 What is ‘Tax’ 

 Compulsory levy by government  (OED) 

 OR 

  Money paid to a government to organize 
services for the population (encarta) 

 Consent is crucial (Boston tea party?) 

 Richard Murphy; democratic CONSENT 

The ‘Freedom’ arguments 



 Governments need revenue to protect the 
population; security, welfare, education, 
infrastructure  

 Era of seething resentment against elites 

 Trump/Brexit/far-right anti-immigration  

 Populism    

Inequality  



 Apple: offshore reserves 

 

 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/f
eb/02/apple-cash-mountain-grows 

 

$178billion 
 

Apple/Starbuck/Amazon etc 
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